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Abstract

This study proposes an approach for a customisable fall detection method-
ology using physics-based simulation, to address the issue of scarcity of
recorded data required for training. Information such as the height and the
pre-fall orientation of a human body is derived by a calibrated depth cam-
era and then used to initialise a myoskeletal model used in simulation.
Such a customised simulated fall can then be combined with a training
dataset to improve the accuracy of modelling fall events for the specific
person and situation. Our approach is evaluated using a single feature,
the vertical velocity of the centre of mass in a dataset of 132 videos. The
results show a close correlation between actual and simulated falls.

1 Introduction

Plenty of studies on fall detection have been published in recent years,
driven by the need of monitoring for independent living applications and
detecting accidents as well as the availability of cheap and easy to use
depth cameras. Usually, fall detection methods are tuned either by ad-
hoc empirical approaches or by machine learning algorithms. Both ap-
proaches require video recordings of falls that are normally staged and
performed by volunteers or actors. Nevertheless, human subjects may
hesitate to perform a fall and also the acting of a fall might be directed in
such a way that is not realistic, or similar to an actual fall event, e.g. faint-
ing [4]. Another issue is the fact that every human has different anatom-
ical build and as a result the dynamics of the fall may differ accordingly.
In a trainable algorithm the requirement is to have a dataset sufficiently
large, not only to cover the data requirements of the machine learning
algorithm but also to properly cover a range of people’s anatomies and
fall types. Somehow, existing datasets [6] for fall detection are based on
a small number of human subjects with limited body variability in sex,
age, height and weight distribution. Therefore it is questionable whether
the results can be generalised to the wider population. On the other side,
a physics-based simulation provides the opportunity for customising the
activity based on the body characteristics and/or the environment [1].

Our aim is to address the issue of scarcity of training data and improve
existing fall detection algorithms by customising fall events using physics
simulations. The proposed methodology extracts the person’s height and
pre-fall body orientation from calibrated depth cameras to customise a
simulated fall that is then used to improve the accuracy of the fall event
model.

2 Physics-Based Simulation

A rough approximation of a falling person may be provided by simulating
a falling stick of height L with uniform mass distribution. The following
formulas show the angular velocity ω and the velocity of the centre of
mass Vy of the stick, where the subscript pre is used to indicate the previ-
ous observation (either ω or θ ):

ω =

√
ω2

pre +
3g(sin(θpre)− sin(θ))

L
(1)

Vy =
L
2

ω cos(θ) (2)

A more precise approximation is derived by OpenSim [2], an open-
source simulation software initiated by Stanford University. A number

Figure 1: Phases of an actual fall event as captured by a depth camera and
of a fall simulated by OpenSim
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Figure 2: V y profiles of an OpenSim model performing a backward fall:
Notice the analogy between height - velocity

of different pre-defined myoskeletal models are available for OpenSim.
In Figure 1 the simulated model is observed to be comparable with the
falling behaviour of a person.

The dynamics of the fall are quantified by the vertical velocity of the
centre of mass Vy. A number of simulations assuming different model
heights are shown in Figure 2. Both Eq. 2 and these results agree that the
taller the human body, the higher the maximum of the final vertical fall
velocity.

Figure 3 demonstrates the dynamics of different falls, based on the
body/myoskeletal model orientation of the fall (forward, backward, side-
ways), as derived by OpenSim. These dynamics are related to the bal-
ancing forces, affected mainly by the support of the feet which differs de-
pending on the fall orientation, e.g. maximal feet support in forward falls
and minimal in backward falls. Another observation is that the backward
and sideways falls have a steady velocity profile, while in the forward fall
the velocity increases halfway between zero and maximum velocity.

3 Detection Algorithm

The proposed detection algorithm considers the height of the person as
estimated by the calibrated depth camera and the orientation [3] of the
person before the fall. An OpenSim simulation is performed for each type
of fall and for the specific model height as discussed previously and the
Vy(t)(pol) velocity profile is fitted using a polynomial regression algorithm
(Eq. 3). After fitting the simulated data, the measured vertical velocity
Vy(t)(meas) of the centre of mass is considered to estimate the error ε (Eq.
4).
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Figure 3: Types of falls simulated by OpenSim. A standard model repre-
sents a typical male body of 1.78m height and 78Kg mass was used for
all three simulations. Notice the time-to-fall difference due to balancing
constraints caused by the feet
```````````Fall type

Approach
Customised Trained based

Back 4.93 5.08
Front 4.82 5.12
Side 4.84 4.98

Table 1: Mean error from Physics and trained based approaches.

Vy(t)(pol) = ∑
i

ait i (3)

ε = log[∑
t
(Vy(t)(pol)−Vy(t)(meas))

2] (4)

We consider a training dataset that consists of positive and negative
examples of falls and apply linear SVM on the error values to specify the
decision boundary between the two classes.

4 Experimental Results

The dataset from [5] is used to evaluate our approach, which consists of 51
fall and 81 non fall examples. For each sample from the dataset, the height
of the person is measured and the body orientation is estimated to select
the closest simulation model and properly fit a 3rd degree polynomial.

In Figure 5, a simulated and an example of an actual fall are depicted
to demonstrate their similarity. This particular pair has a Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient at 0.92, indicating a high degree similar-
ity. The average Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between
simulated and actual falls for the backward, forward and sideways types
are 0.89, 0.82 and 0.87 respectively, indicating again high degree simi-
larity. For each sample, the fitting error is measured considering the dif-
ference between the customised fitted simulated model from the actual
observed event (fall or non-fall). The algorithm has 100% classification
accuracy and the measured error can be seen in Figure 4, where falls and
non falls are linearly separable for the particular dataset. The red line
represents the decision boundary, as specified by linear SVM.

Our approach is compared against a similar baseline method, which
also uses SVM applied on the error values derived from Eq. 4, but lacks
the customisation, provided by the simulation. Specifically, for the base-
line approach, Vy(t)(pol) is estimated by polynomial (3rd degree) regres-
sion using all actual fall data from the dataset. The mean error for the
proposed customised approach is lower for all different types of falls as
seen in Table 1.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented a method for customising the expected human body
falls, using their height and body orientation, based on physics-based sim-
ulations, derived by the OpenSim software. Customised simulation seems
to provide a better approximation of real fall events than only consider-
ing a polynomial regression of recorded fall events. The simulated model
and its synergy with existing machine learning algorithms could be fur-
ther investigated, with the aim to further customise and therefore optimise

Figure 4: Fitting error of falls and non-falls: Notice how well separated
falls and non falls appear
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Figure 5: Graph comparing actual with simulated fall. X axis: frames, Y
axis: velocity m/sec

fall detection algorithms, but also to address the issue of the scarcity of
realistic fall recordings.
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